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TALK ABSTRACT
How does experimental mechanics contribute to aircraft aeroelastic airworthiness? The aviation
community is always improving analysis and testing techniques to realize quicker, cheaper, reliable
solutions. NASA Armstrong’s Flight Loads Laboratory (FLL) specializes in structural modal and loads testing
of aerospace research structures to aid in structural airworthiness effort for flight-testing. A ground
vibration test (GVT) is conducted to identify structural mode shapes, frequencies, and damping values to
validate analytical models used for flutter analysis, which shows whether a structure has acceptable
aeroelastic / flutter margins for airworthiness. The FLL recently conducted a GVT of the Passive Aeroelastic
Tailored (PAT) Wing using an experimental modal technique called Fixed Base Correction (FBC). The GVT
objective was to obtain the PAT wing modal characteristics to compare test results with finite element
model (FEM) results for the tow-steered wingbox. To streamline the GVT and significantly save project
resources, the GVT used the same hardware as the later loads test with the wing cantilevered from a test
fixture. This setup differed from a traditional GVT setup with non-ideal boundary conditions for modal
testing; however, with this new and unique FBC method, the same loads test boundary conditions were
acceptable for the GVT because the technique essentially removes and de-couples the fixture response
from the wing response, which aids in comparing modal ground test results to FEM modal results. This
experimental FBC technique allows test articles to be tested with non-ideal modal testing boundary
conditions that can complicate testing and drive up cost and schedule. The FBC method demonstrates
how experimental mechanics finds unique engineering solutions in the aeroelastic community.
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